
PERMISSION TO DISTRIBUTE TRANSCRIPT DATA 
THROUGH TALKBANK 

Carnegie Mellon University 
 
Carnegie Mellon University is participating in a data-sharing program known as 
TalkBank that was established through federal and foundation grants. For the program to 
function properly, contributors will be asked to and will give permission for their work to 
be made available to other researchers. With a full understanding of the aforementioned, I 
hereby give permission to Brian MacWhinney, Director of the Center of the Child 
Language Data Exchange System at Carnegie Mellon University, to make and circulate 
electronic copies of the language transcripts and media that I describe below.  These 
copies may be distributed to scholars and other responsible parties. I warrant that this use 
of the data is in accord with Human Subjects review procedures at my institution and that 
participants have given informed consent to have their data available to researchers. I also 
warrant that there is no copyright restriction over the transcripts and media being 
circulated.  Any further restrictions that I wish to place on the use of these data are listed 
under (2) below.  I do not hold Brian MacWhinney or Carnegie Mellon responsible for 
the enforcement of these further restrictions and indemnify and render harmless both 
Brian MacWhinney and Carnegie Mellon University against any actions at law or in 
equity or in similar courts of any jurisdictions arising from violations of these restrictions.  
 

1.  General description of the data set, and IRB Approval # (if available): 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2.  Restrictions to be placed on the use of the data: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Signed       ___________________________________       Date  __________________ 
 
Printed Name   _______________________      Institution _______________________ 
 
Please mail this form to:   
Brian MacWhinney, CMU-Psychology, 5000 Forbes Ave. Pittsburgh, PA, 15213, USA 

Saul Albert
Saul Albert

Saul Albert
4/10/2018

Saul Albert
Tufts University

Saul Albert
All transcript files are publicly available under a Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) For use of the associated audio files from the AudioBNC please cite: John Coleman, Ladan Baghai-Ravary, John Pybus, and Sergio Grau (2012) Audio BNC: the audio edition of the Spoken British National Corpus. Phonetics Laboratory, University of Oxford. http://www.phon.ox.ac.uk/AudioBNC.

BNC spoken audio recordings were created or collected from other sources by Longman Dictionaries for the British National Corpus Consortium. Their usage is governed by the terms of the original recording permissions agreement with the contributors (http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/permletters.html#spoken1), which requires that they can only be "used for scientific study and publication by writers of dictionaries and educational material and language researchers". 

Saul Albert
The CABNC corpus is a open-licensed, detailed conversation analytic re-transcription of naturalistic conversations from a subcorpus of the British National Corpus (http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) amounting to around 4.2 million words in 1436 separate conversations. The project aims to produce transcripts usable for both computational and detailed qualitative analysis. If you are a CA transcriptionist and you use the data, please make sure you re-submit your updated transcripts to help improve the corpus over time. The project website with instructions for contributing is at https://github.com/saulalbert/CABNC


